All-in-one bioprobe devised with hierarchical-ordered magnetic NiCo2O4 superstructure for ultrasensitive dual-readout immunosensor for logic diagnosis of tumor marker.
A new enzyme-free all-in-one bioprobe, consisted of hematin decorated magnetic NiCo2O4 superstructure (ATS-MNS-Hb), was designed for ultrasensitive photoelectrochemical and electrochemical dual-readout immunosensing of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) on carbon nanohorns (CNH) support. Herein, the MNS, possessed hierarchical-ordered structure, good porosity and magnetism, acted as nanocarrier to absorb abundant Hb molecular after functionalization, providing a convenient collection means by magnetic control as well as enhanced dual-readout sensing performances. CNH superstructures were employed as support to immobilize abounding captured antibodies, and then as-designed dual mode bioprobe, covalent binding with secondary antibody of CEA, was introduced for ultrasensitive detection of CEA by sandwich immunosensing. Photoelectrochemical response originated from plentiful hematin molecular, a excellent photosensitizer with good visible light harvesting efficiency, absorbed by functionalized porous MNS. The resultant concentration dependant linear calibration range was from 10 fg/mL to 1 ng/mL with ultralow detection limit of 10 fg/mL. For electrochemical process, catalase-like property of MNS was validated, moreover, MNS-Hb hybrid exhibited much higher mimic enzyme catalytic activity and evidently amplified electrocatalytic signal, performing a wide dynamic linear range from 1 ng/mL to 40 ng/mL with low detection limit of 1 ng/mL. Additionally, due to the improved accuracy of dual signals detection, the exact diagnoses of serum samples were gotten by operating resulting dual signals with AND logic system. This work demonstrated the promising application of MNS in developing ultrasensitive, cost-effective and environment friendly dual-readout immunosensor and accurate diagnoses strategy for tumor markers.